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HYDRO ACTIVE
Hyaluron Filler Caps

Rich moisturizing capsules with Hyaluron

Has an immediate smoothing and evening effect
Has a plumping effect that makes the skin look 
fuller
Gives the skin a velvety-soft feel, like a “magic 
formula” for smooth skin

Intensive moisture boost for the skin, Hydro Active Hyaluron Filler Caps leave skin feeling 
velvety soft. Thanks to Filler Hyaluron, the gel-like formula instantly moisturizes the skin and 
specifically plumps up dryness lines. For smooth, plump-looking skin.

Highlight Ingredients

Filler Hyaluron

Biotechnologically obtained, low-molecular hyaluronic acid variant, technically reduced 
using a special procedure. Filler Hyaluron takes moisture into the skin and thus increases its 
volume many times over. As a result, the skin is plumped and the special filler effect can be 
seen to work on fine lines and wrinkles.

Please note: The information about the active ingredients refers only to the individual substances we use. Properties and 
effects cannot be assigned generally to products or product groups, as the range of effects of a product is heavily 
influenced by the synergies between all basic substances and ingredients.

SKIN TYPE

combination skin (oleosa), 
combination skin (sicca), 

normal skin, dry skin

SKIN CONDITION

lines and wrinkles

TEXTURE

medium
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At home

Apply a capsule in the morning and evening after cleansing and eye care products. Twist or 
cut off the opening end of the capsule. Lightly press on the capsule to pour the contents 
into the palm of your hand and gently massage into the face, neck and décolleté. For best 
results, apply product repeatedly along lines and small wrinkles and massage well into the 
skin. Complete with a suitable 24-hour skincare product.
Item No. 41540 | Hyaluron Filler Caps 28 unit | Formula: oil gel 

Professional Use

Apply one to two capsules on face, neck, and décolleté. Ideal before a massage or before 
finishing touches. With two to three capsules, a short but intensive active ingredient 
massage can be applied.

Item No. 10704 | Hyaluron Filler Caps 120 unit | Formula: oil gel 

APPLICATION
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